
Access to historical and factual data 
is essential for companies operating 
in upstream oil and gas to analyse the 
external environment as well as identify 
and evaluate new opportunities.

PetroView® is an intuitive Geographic Information System (GIS) that 
provides a global view of current and historical licences, fields, wells, and 
infrastructure. Speed up your screening processes with flexible querying 
capabilities and cartographic tools that make your outputs more powerful. 
Seamlessly extract or import data from your own internal systems for 
more insightful decisions.

Its customisable tools, alongside continually enriched content, take you  
far beyond what internal platforms alone can offer by bringing together  
industry-focused data and functionality that allows both location and  
attribute information to be analysed simultaneously. 

PetroView®

See further. Get closer.
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Key features at a glance
PetroView’s® reliable, trustworthy data has been built up over 40 years 
and is gathered, cleaned and maintained by our industry specialists. 
We fill data gaps for new ventures and exploration projects in a 
format that fits seamlessly into your existing workflows.

It includes coverage of:

See further. Get Closer.
Go beyond internal data to get the full picture. PetroView® is 
designed for you to:

• Perform targeted analysis on current and historic activity by 
company and region

• Reveal entry points to new markets, potential partners for joint 
ventures, and/or targets of acquisition

• Look for where new licensing opportunities are emerging and target 
potential exploration activities using field economic indicators in 
conjunction with geoscience data

• Use creaming curve and well success ratio functionality to analyse 
current and historical drilling activity by region, and to identify 
exploration opportunities with the most potential

• Understand the key reservoir characteristics at play and screen for 
analogues elsewhere

Whether you need a comprehensive plug-and-play data solution 
or Esri ArcGIS compatibility for spatial analysis, Petroview® is a 
cost-effective solution that doesn’t compromise on information, 
quality, or ease of use.

With PetroView® you can:

Review specific 
companies and  
assets in your 
competitive  
landscape

Overlay your  
own information  
onto maps for  
comparative  
analysis

Work in your 
preferred format

Access key data  
with a global view

Define your own  
search criteria

• Licences

• Wells (exploration, appraisal, 
and development)

• Fields

• Infrastructure (facilities  
and pipelines)

• Surveys (2D and 3D  
survey locations)

• Cultural data
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